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Background

• 2018 Comprehensive Plan: Develop a process to consider outdated sub-area plans for retirement

o Led to this proposed Planning Framework  

• Staff interviewed 10 cities regarding their approach to sub-area planning

• Guidance from Plan Commission work sessions in 2020, 2021 and 2022

• Racial Equity and Social Justice (RESJ) Analysis

• Coordination with City Agencies regarding their Plans/Initiatives
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https://madison.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4712570&GUID=5B38EB21-2F13-45EC-8F00-B7161FC9DA3F&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=planning+framework
https://madison.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5527734&GUID=BDFB9388-268A-4AB8-93A7-A763FDB602D8&Options=ID|Text|&Search=planning+framework


1.  A Clear Plan Recommendation

2.  Full City Coverage

3.  Frequent Plan Updates

4.  Consistent Plan Topics, Higher-Level Recommendations

5.  Enhanced Coordination on City Initiatives
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5 Primary Benefits



1.  A Clear Plan Recommendation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discrete Plan GeographiesThe City has 70 sub-area plans. Many of these plans cover overlapping areas, which produces overlapping plan recommendations.For example, in the City’s review of development proposals where sub-area plans overlap, City staff ends up citing the recommendation from multiple plans for a particular development site. Often, different stakeholders focus on the recommendation in the specific Plan that best supports their preference, resulting in stakeholders citing different Plans.This Planning Framework has 13 discrete Area Plan geographies to reduce overlapping plans. These 13 plans will be updated over time, rather than stacking a new plan over the top of an existing plan.Additionally, the Area Plan land use recommendations will update the Comprehensive Plan’s GFLU Map, removing another layer of planning and another layer of confusion.A System to Retire Plans that do not reflect current City policy/prioritiesThe City lacks a system to retire sub-area plans that do not reflect current City policies and priorities.Under this Planning Framework, recommendations in existing underlying sub-area plans will be reviewed and considered as the Area Plan recommendations are developed. In the interest of clarity, sub-area plans that do not reflect current City policies and priorities may be retired through the review and adoption of an Area Plan.



2.  Full City Coverage
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Portions of the City do not have a sub-area plan, which can be a disadvantage. Plan recommendationscan help bring City investment and guide future change.Some areas that lack a sub-area plan include parts of the City with a higher proportion of residents livingwith lower incomes and people of color.



3.  Frequent Plan Updates
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some of the City’s sub-area plans date back to the late 1980s and early 1990s. A lot has changed since then.The 13 Area Plans will be developed over an approximately 8-year period. Area Plans will then be updated every 10 years.



4.  Consistent Plan Topics, Higher-Level Recommendations
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Consistent Plan TopicsThe City’s sub-area plans vary in terms of the topics that are covered. For example, some plans include an emphasis on sustainability, while others do not. In these cases, should the City prioritize sustainability in some areas of the City but not others?Area Plans will address a consistent set of topics. An initial example is illustrated in the Example Area Plan Mockup. It is likely the set of topics will vary over time as City priorities change, but any changes will be carried through to subsequent Area Plan processes.Higher-Level RecommendationsRecommendations in sub-area plans also have varying levels of detail. Recommendations in some plans are overly prescriptive, extending beyond the City’s control and giving a false sense of what can be accomplished.Area Plans will have higher-level recommendations, relying on supporting processes (e.g. street reconstruction projects) and tools (e.g. the Zoning Code) for implementation.



5.  Enhanced Coordination on City Initiatives
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Having a schedule for when Area Plans will be developed, and then updated, provides benefits.First and foremost, the City can communicate to stakeholders when a specific Area Plan will occur.Secondly, with Area Plans covering the entire City and updated on a consistent schedule, there is an opportunity for increased coordination with other City initiatives. For example, the Economic Development Division could schedule a business survey in conjunction with an Area Plan process, with feedback informing applicable Area Plan recommendations.Finally, community feedback obtained through, or in conjunction with, Area Plan processes can inform multiple City efforts. Increased utilization of stakeholder feedback reduces City costs and reduces engagement fatigue experienced by some stakeholder groups.



Example Plan Mockup
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Example Plan Mockup
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Example Plan Mockup
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Example Area Plan Process, Timeline
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Interface with
Existing Sub-Area Plans
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Considering Recommendations in Existing Sub-Area PlansRecommendations in existing sub-area plans will help inform the Area Plan if they are: 1) within the scope of Area Plan recommendations, 2) consistent with current City policies and 3) relevant to Area Plan communities.  Recommendations outside of these parameters will remain in the underlying sub-area plan unless the plan is retired.Existing Sub-Area Plan Potential RetirementThe Sub-Area Plan Retirement overview on page 126 of the Comprehensive Plan (PDF page 130 of 185) describes the complexity and confusion that results from overlapping sub-area plans. The Area Plan process provides an opportunity to review and consider older sub-area plans for potential retirement as outlined in the Comprehensive Plan. Staff will propose a process to consider Plan retirement as part of the resolution authorizing an Area Plan.



• 13 Area Plans

• Focused CDBG Neighborhood Plans in areas of the City with a higher proportion of 

residents living with lower incomes and people of color

o Nearer-term improvements

o Capacity building and partnerships

• If a critical need or opportunity arises:

o Focused amendment to an Area Plan

o Avoid creation of other sub-area plans

Sub-Area Planning – Going Forward
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